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RAN-1808000101010002
F.Y.B.Com-I Examination

March / April - 2019

Foundation Course in English 

Written and Spoken Communication Skills

Time: 3 Hours ] [ Total Marks: 70

k|Q“p : / Instructions

(1) 

“uQ¡ v$ip®h¡g  r“ip“uhpmu rhNsp¡ DÑfhlu ‘f Ahíe gMhu.
Fill up strictly the details of  signs on your answer book

Name of the Examination:

 F.Y.B.Com-I

Name of the Subject :

 Foundation Course in English

Subject Code No.: 1808000101010002

Seat No.:

Student’s Signature

(2) Figures to the right indicate fall marks. 

(3)  Indicate your options clearly.

1.  Answer the following questions briefly: (any five) (10)

1. 'Monday can be flat enough, but in a different way from Tuesday." 
Explain briefly.

2. 'His conscience bothered him'. About whom is this said? Why did his 
conscience bother him?

3. What did Nature mean when she said that she would be 'Both Law and 
impulse' to Lucy?

4. Explain the lines 
‘ ..... Thy root is ever in its grave 

 And thou must die.'
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5. What is 'luck', according to Paul's mother?

6. Why is the school-boy compared with snail?

7. 'The whisper was everywhere.' What is the 'whisper'?

2.  "Father's help is a brilliant story that gives the reader a comic and 
ironic insight into the psychology of a school-going child." Explain 
the statement in detail. (13)

OR

  Discuss the humour in the essay The Town Week.  (13)

2.   How does William Shakespeare describe the seven stages of human 
life, which resemble roles in the life of an actor? (13)

OR

3.   How appropriate is the title of the poem, The Education of Nature? (13)

4. A.  Write a paragraph on any one of the following:  (07)

 1. Advertisement

 2. A Book-fair

 3. Adult Education

4.  B.  Write an application to the Account Officer, Mumbai Telephones 
about the non- receipt of telephone bills. (07)

OR

4.  B. Write a reply your friend who wrote to you enquiring about your 
life in a college.   (07)
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